Term Registration subject area

Purpose:
Reports on all students that have been term activated and are eligible to enroll for a given term.

Includes: cumulative and term based metrics (units attempted, GPA), headcounts, student academic group & org, CPP stack, student attributes (academic level, new continuing type, academic load, etc.) and advisor attributes.

Terms:
**First Generation Flag** (Student> Demographics folder): students who are first in their immediate family to attend college in the US. Values= Y/N

Rules: "If degree = 'Graduate ', then First Generation Flag = N/A
If degree = 'Undergrad' and school is 'McGhee' or 'Dentistry', Then First Generation Flag = 'N/A'
If Service Indicator Code = 'XFG', then First Generation Flag = Y;
If Service Indicator Code <> 'XFG', then First Generation Flag = 'N';"

Service Indicator ‘XFG’. It is self reported data based on the undergraduate application for admission.

1. Are students able to add or change this service indicator at any time? Once this flag is entered, students can't no longer modify it. If they want to change it, students need to reach out to either Admissions or Adviser office to request the revision.
2. Is it a required field for undergrads? No.
3. Does this field exist on the graduate application? The graduate schools manage their own admissions for each school. Good person to reach out to would be Brendan Troy BT783@NYU.EDU.
4. If a student comes in with the indicator = Y for Undergrad, what happens to the indicator when he's admitted to Grad school. This service indicator will stay as is. Service indicators are not removed.

Resources:
UDW+ Student Data Dictionary
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